
Online Video, Inline Ads:  
A Conversation With ScanScout

Summary: As the popularity of online video 
continues to climb, the hot-topic status of video 
search and monetization has also risen in recent 
months, further accelerated by YouTube’s exper-
imentation with inline video ads. We’ve touched 
upon this nascent field in the past (see TKG Ad-
visory “Online Video: A New Local Advertising 
Paradigm”), exploring what a few developers 
are doing to use voice recognition and other 
technologies to figure out what a piece of video 
is all about. The thought is that as these tech-
nologies develop, we will end up with improved 

video search and better ability to add contex-
tually relevant ads to videos. This also applies 
to local in the growing ranks of small-business 
video advertising that is being produced, and 
the expanding ad inventory for that content, 
made available through the newly launched vid-
eo ad programs of Citysearch, Superpages and 
Yellowbook.com. The Kelsey Group recently 
had the chance to speak with Doug McFarland, 
chief executive officer of online video start-up 
ScanScout, about the future direction of this 
developing field.

Online Video: Hammering Out the Kinks
Determining context with video is a much bigger challenge than 
it is with other online media if you consider the complexity of the 
content, audio and visual components, and the sometimes racy 
content of today’s universe of online video content. A great deal 
of the video content out there today simply isn’t monetizable or 
contains things advertisers want to avoid.

“The first job is to determine what a piece of video is about,” says 
Doug McFarland, chief executive officer of ScanScout, an online 
video start-up headquartered in Boston. “The second is to figure out if 
it’s monetizable.” The latter task, McFarland says, requires algorithms 
that take into account a host of variables — analogous to but much 
more complex than the way a spam filter works — to determine if 
something is pornographic, racy or distasteful in any way.

ScanScout’s software, he says, does this by examining adjacent 
content, speech recognition, image recognition, color, sound and 
other variables. From there, it inserts what it claims to be contextually 
relevant ad overlays — also known as inline ads — that allow users to 
respond by clicking an ad or viewing a separate video window. 

The software can also improve over time by learning the way the 

human brain operates, according to McFarland, and has the ability 
to not only decipher meaning or context but also effectively draw 
myriad and sometimes indirect associations of product advertising 
and certain types of content.

TKG data from User View Wave IV, conducted earlier this year 
and released in March, show online video elicits high percentage 
response rates (see chart on next page). Therefore, technologies that 
can more effectively and seamlessly integrate advertising, or overlays 
that allow users to telescope into directional content, will continue 
to be an important area of development.

Earlier this week, supporting data was released from TNS Media 
Intelligence (commissioned by Google and AOL) that showed 
an even greater portion (64 percent) of online video viewers take 
action after watching a video ad online. Drilling down, 44 percent 
went to a Web site, 33 percent to a search engine and 22 percent to 
a physical store, and 21 percent discussed with friends. 

In addition, YouTube reported that in testing inline video 
ads, clickthrough rates were 10 times that of traditional banner 
advertising (see TKG Advisory “YouTube Gets Inline”).

ScanScout, as a result, has joined Adap.tv, Blinkx and a few 
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others in this field that continue to innovate and experiment based 
on the thought that the exploding ranks of video content on the 
Web currently lack satisfactory ad matching technology. 

Beyond contextual matching, video ad formats are also in 
question. The easiest and most portable (using existing creative) form 
of online video advertising so far has been the pre-roll ad, which has 
been met with resounding distaste from online video consumers.

So there are two parts to this equation: the ad format and 
the contextual engine that sits behind it. The new inline ad 
format, from the likes of YouTube and ScanScout, though a step 
forward, is already becoming a commodity, says McFarland. The 
contextualization engine sitting behind the scenes is more where 
the value and differentiation among these products and providers 
will be decided.

Time Warner: A Vote of Confidence
Days after an initial conversation with ScanScout, the company 
announced a strategic investment from Time Warner. A follow up 
conversation with McFarland revealed a few key elements of the 
investment.

1. Strategic: It isn’t fully determined yet, according to McFarland, 
all the ways ScanScout’s contextual ad placement software for 

video will be used across Time Warner’s extensive online network. 
However, this universe of content clearly gives ScanScout a much 
bigger sandbox in which to apply and advance its product. In 
addition to a financial investment, the ownership also positions 
ScanScout as the platform of choice for what will be an increased 
effort on the part of Time Warner to monetize large volumes of 
video content. Currently, ScanScout powers about 30 cost-per-click 
ad campaigns for online video content across about 15 sites.

2. Financial: Though the investment amount is undisclosed, clearly 
this brings financial advantages to ScanScout, which will be able to 
further advance the platform and continue to experiment with ad 
formats and delivery. Part of this goal, according to McFarland, is to 
do more CPM (cost per thousand) and cost-per-action advertising, 
to extend its range of offerings, and to gain appeal among large 
national advertisers, which will be increasingly interested in getting 
in front of this growing medium.

“Our business model from the beginning, even though we’ve 
gone out with a CPC model, was to support CPM and CPA as well,” 
says McFarland. “You have to do that because that’s the marketplace 
and those are the three means of online advertising. Time Warner 
through Ad.com has CPA capabilities and also the top CPM brand 
companies within their portfolio such as CNN and Turner.”
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3. Marketing. The investment can also be seen as a vote of 
confidence in ScanScout’s platform. This will provide a key point 
of differentiation in a developing field where there are a few 
players vying for positioning and media and investment attention. 
Companies such as Adap.tv and Blinkx have different ways of 
solving what will continue to be a challenge and a gating factor in 
the monetization of online video.

In this differentiation battle, ScanScout got a huge boost from 
the Time Warner investment, which will also open the door to 
relationships and possible partners through the media giant’s existing 
affiliations with advertisers, content developers and publishers.

“Just having somebody that big with that many assets that you 
have access to is a great endorsement for a company of our size,” says 
McFarland. “We’re a small company, so it’s good to see an established 
media company validate the direction in which we’re going.”

Coming just weeks after YouTube’s announcement that it will 
integrate contextually relevant inline video ads to its content, 
ScanScout’s news likewise sheds mainstream light on the area. This 
should continue to spur advertiser and publisher interest.

The one thing that isn’t completely clear, given ScanScout’s 
largely unproven technology, is how consumers will react (similar 
to the early days of pre-roll). This will be a key factor in deciding the 
fate of this ad delivery method, and the experimentation that will 
have to continue in order to arrive upon the most favorable format 
and contextual targeting formula.

Final Thoughts: Implications for Local 
The byproduct of the competition that will continue to drive 
this technology differentiation and development will be better 
searchability for the growing ranks of small-business video ads that 
are being created by the likes of TurnHere, Adap.tv, Blinkx and Spot 
Runner and distributed by Citysearch, Superpages, Yellowpages.com 
and others. These providers will grow in number, as will small-business 
advertisers that increasingly see video as an affordable and attractive 
way to advertise locally.

As this happens, video ad inventory and volumes will increase, 
which will further the need for automated ways to assign meaning to 
video content, thus making it more effectively indexed and searchable.

McFarland agreed that online local video content volumes will 
explode, as video is a medium that small businesses understand and 
value. Indeed, for some small and medium-sized business segments 
interested in exposure and foot traffic, video might be a less abstract 
concept than some of the other forms of interactive advertising 
(read: pay-per-click) that have been thrown their way over the past 
few years. 

Video in other words is something more tangible that SMBs 
“get,” and for the same reason Yellow Pages sales reps will have an 
easier time communicating its benefits and that of bundled ads 
that include print, online and video. A panel discussion on the 
Internet Yellow Pages video opportunity during TKG’s Directory 
Driven Commerce conference last month largely echoed this claim. 
Participants included IYP and local search sites that have already 
integrated video.

McFarland also brought a new fold into this conversation — 
that many large national advertisers feel the same way toward online 
video when compared with online performance-based advertising. 
One question he’s starting to hear from large advertisers when 
looking at online video advertising is, “Where can I see the ad?” 
This was an eye-opener for McFarland that could be an important 
question to ask of all forms of advertising. Sometimes, as illogical 
as it may sound, advertisers weigh return on investment on their 
ability to tune in and see the ad.

This is nothing new, as a great deal of Yellow Pages and small-
business video advertising on television has traditionally been 
driven by this vanity factor. Small-business owners (and large 
advertisers alike) want to be able to see their ads, smile, show their 
families and determine that their ad dollars were spent well. Though 
not a primary driver, this is an interesting concept that shouldn’t be 
ignored as the innovation and experimentation continues in online 
video monetization. ILM
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